Chamboree Day Two

Sunday 29th July 2018

THE GARRRDIAN
Work like a Captain, Party like a Pirate!

TYE DYE
Tye Dyeing is proving to be
extremely popular. When you
visit the Creation Station
make sure you sign up as you
arrive to avoid
disappointment!

Thought of the Day
“Don’t walk in front of me, I
may not follow.
Don’t walk behind me, I may
not lead.

CHAMBOREE IS OFFICIALLY OPEN
The opening ceremony showed Scouting spirit in its truest
form. With flag bearers from 24 diﬀerent countries standing
together, it was amazing that in Cheshire we still belong to the
worldwide family of Scouting. Graham Phillips gave a great
speech with a brilliant countdown to the opening of
Chamboree. All Cubs, Brownies, Scouts, Guides, Explorers,
Rangers were full of excitement as the ‘pirate-technics’ went oﬀ
and the entertainment began! The wind caused some technical
diﬃculties but ChamboreeX pulled out all the stops and put on
a spectacular show followed by an incredible set from DJ Bano
that everyone loved! If that was what we got for the opening,
we can’t wait to see what else they pull out of the treasure
chest!

Weather - Keeping Shipshape
Hopefully there will be calmer waters tomorrow. What the
Captains at Chamboree have noticed, is the unbeatable
enthusiasm and resilience in the pirates and sea-dogs around
our Treasure Island. Mending of main sails and scrubbing of the
decks, everyone has pulled together and risen to the challenge!

Walk beside me and be my
friend.”
Albert Camus

Heroes in Lighthouses!
Simon from 26th SWC
Willaston Scouts would like to
say a MASSIVE thank you to
the team in the Lighthouse.
After Ben had fallen ill, Simon
says that a warm blanket, a
cup of tea and kindness from
the team were all that was
needed to put him right!
Thank you so much for the
great care given!
Cinema Screenings
Pirates of the Caribbean is
playing at 8:30pm on Sunday
Night! Note, this is an over
12’s only film!
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Can you help?

Cub’s and Brownie’ Swashbuckling Day
This weekend the Cubs and
Brownies came to visit us at
Chamboree! During this short
time they experienced lots of
exciting activities. Wannabe
Pirates tried zorb football,
inflatable challenges at the
Port of Tortuga, Science
Experiments, Survival Skills,
Pirate themed Arts and
Crafts, target sports, walking
the plank. Sadly, they’re
leaving this afternoon. We all
want to say a big thank you
for making the opening
weekend so much fun!
Farewell Cubs and Brownies,
we will miss you!

Joke of the Day
Q. How much did a
pirate pay for ‘is peg
and hook?
A. An arm and a
leg!

The Girl Guides of OPU SCHOONOOD are looking for a
good stock of pioneering poles to
use for inspiring Chamboree
Gateway and camp furniture. They
have their own transport. If you can
be of help, please contact them on
reinkrol@gmail.com
Gateway Competition!
Aaaarrrr we need you! If you have
an amazing Gateway and want to
enter then take a picture and head
on down to the Media Centre to
enter your Gateway! Or post a
picture and #Chamboree. Get your
entries in by Tuesday!

Happy Birthday to
you!
Millie Ainsworth
Emily Taker
Joshua Piper
Callum Hart
Sos Smith
Grace Whitewood
Faye Morris
Amy Besant-Roberts
Ellie Henderson
Alan Machin
Grace Wilkinson
Georgie Oﬀer
Adam Adalla
Andy Bradbury
Ramon Hartman
Margaret Ford
Tom Harrington
Kia Lindsey
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